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With many years’ experience in the fragrance industry, we have now 
made our dream come true. We knew that we wanted to offer Swedish-

made quality candles. We created Leyonore!

Our company produces Scandinavian fragrances for the home, made of 
100 % pure wax, vegan and, of course, not tested on animals.

We are the next generation of direct sales companies, we thank every-
one who helped us with our first collection.

Welcome to the world of Leyonore and browse among our lovely scents!
We have scents for everyone!

Create an ambience at home - a new and pleasant scent from Leyonore 
makes your home complete.

  Thank you lenalarsson.com for the beautiful photos.

Love it! Light it!

Annika & AnnaCarin

Leyonore
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Leyonore ECO Tealights

Beautiful, unscented white tealight 
candles for all occasions that provide 

an atmospheric glow.

100% stearin wax with cotton wick.  
A completely natural vegetable product.

Thank you for choosing Leyonore!
The environmentally friendly option.
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All it takes is one scent to bring back a thousand memories.

AMBER
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AMBER
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AMBER

Amber complements the style!
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Trendy and retro, with a modern twist.
Seven wonderful scents that bring the senses to life.

Light up your home with a homely scent.

01 AMBER
An energizing scent of juicy grapefruit, sweet tangerine 
and heavenly papaya.      
    
02 AMBER
Enjoy the scent of roasted vanilla beans, sandalwood 
and refreshing peach water.     
     
03 AMBER
A warm and loving scent of velvety black orchid, musk, 
coconut and spicy sandalwood.    
      
04 AMBER
Let yourself be tempted by the lovely aroma of oven-
baked pears with hints of green apples and creamy  
vanilla.        

  
05 AMBER
Let yourself be captivated by the scent of exotic cherries, 
pomegranate and sugared plums.    
      
06 AMBER
A soft, soothing scent of iris petals and white velvet 
mixed with notes of driftwood, sandalwood and warm 
musk. 

07 AMBER
Let yourself be enticed by the fresh fragrance of naturally 
blooming citrus..

AMBER
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Everyday luxury

LUX
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LUX
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SUN SHOWERS
Celebrate yourself! Dance in a refreshing 
summer rain and perceive the scent of 
daisies, citrus and white cedar.

TRANQUILITY
Everyday luxury! Welcome a new day with 
the fresh scent of freshly washed linen 
and create an inner calm of from petals 
touched by morning dew and the subtle 
notes of musk.

MIDNIGHT BREEZE
Intoxicating! An enchanting mix of fra-
grances from beautiful roses, water lilies, 
lovely jasmine and patchouli.

WARM MUSK
Heeling for the soul! A luxuriously rich 
scent of warm cashmere and notes of 
wood with a hint of fresh sage.  
 

You deserve to be pampered!

LUX
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When you want the luxury of it!
There is always a reason to celebrate!

Luxurious scents that add the extra touch to life in your home.

LUX
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FRESH LINEN
An invigorating and fresh scent of pure 

linen for an inviting home.

COOL CUCUMBER
The aroma of cucumber, light and airy 
as a gentle and refreshing breeze with 

a hint of melon.

CORE

Our basic collection
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Stylish, fresh and suitable for all rooms, in all homes.
Scents that give your home a pleasant and homely feel.

Scents are meant to be enjoyed! Enjoy every day!

INDIAN SANDALWOOD
Fill your home and your sences 
with aromatic scents of sandal-
wood, tonka beans and a hint 
of vetiver and rosewood.  

JAPANESE PLUM
A warm blend of fragrances 
from Japanese plums, ripe 
blackberries and velvety vanilla.

RED APPLE PEEL
Enjoy the sweet and fresh 
scent of crispy red apples 

RHUBARB YUZU
Juicy rhubarb, sweet raspberry 
and ripe citrus fruits combine 
this refreshing scent.

CORE
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A beautiful home is complete with a scented candle.

CORE
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WARM CASHMERE
A homely scent of warm cash-
mere, bergamot and beautiful 
white jasmine.    
    
PEACH PASSION
A fruity scent with a mix of juicy 
peach, fresh lime and a hint of 
cardamom.    
  

CORE
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Being a leader give me so much. It provides community, challenges 
and, of course, more money for me. It is a special feeling to help 

others and to see others grow. Then you also grow yourself. 
It is important that everyone gets to participate and can 
participate on their own terms, everyone contributes If they 

want to and all contributions are important in a Team.

I enjoy meeting people at Leyonore parties, the atmosphere is very cozy 
with candles burning and guests smelling all the lovely scents. 

I am happy to sell ecofriendly candles with high quality. 
Leyonore´s products and values are something I can be 
proud of. I love to see people falling in love with them and 
the joy they and being together brings. Leyonore means to 
me also a positive group of people who are in this together. 

The lovely clients, hostesses and colleagues all form Leyonore 
family - us!

As a sales agent for Leyonore, I decide for myself and set my 
own goals:

- when and where I want to work, a lot or a little.
- how much extra money I want.
- As a Sales agent for Leyonore, I get at least 20% prof-
it from the first sale. In Leyonore, community is the most 

important thing! It’s free, fun and absolutely no obligation.  
Contact us today!

Leyonore Leader - Jenny Långmyr, Borlänge, Sweden

Leyonore Leader - Siru Pesälä, Espoo, Finland

Leyonore Sales Agent - Øivind Hornslien, Oslo, Norway

Find your own way
to join

the Leyonore community!

© Leyonore 2022/2316
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Feel the ambience with beautiful  
scented candles and room scents.  
Find your favorite scents and your  
favorite style. Your Sales Agent will help 
you. You can attend a fragrance party in  
person or online.

Host a Leyonore Fragrance Party

Invite your friends to a nice evening 
with Leyonore inspiration. You can 
host a party in your home, outdoors or  
online. Your Sales Agent will present our  
collection. We thank you by offering 
great benefits.

Attend a Leyonore Fragrance Party Become a Leyonore Sales Agent

Make a profit while having fun.
Recommend our products and help 
others find their favorite Leyonore  
fragrances. Work on your own terms 
how much you want.

Visit our webshop

Pick and choose among lovely scent 
and classic candles. Purchase your  
favorites!

www.leyonore.com

On our website there is additional infor-
mation, including how to find a Sales 
Agent in your area.

Curious to work with scents and candles 
yourself? Register your interest with your 
Sales Agent or on our website.



Leyonore AB

leyonore.com
info@leyonore.com

Sweden I Norway I Finland
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